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DESIGN REPORT 

SNHD Material Recovery Facility Regulations: Contents of report concerning design. 

Section 1. Facility Information 

Section 1.1 Owner, operator, and emergency contact: 

Vital Records Control, LLC (VRC, LLC) recycling center, will serve the approximate 

population of southern Nevada which consists of approximately 2.1 million people. The 

emergency contact will be Frank Reed, reachable on this phone number , 

during the hours of operation (8 am to 4 pm). Please reference the Solid Waste Types Proposed 

for Acceptance sheet for the waste material types that will be accepted by the facility. 

This section must include the following information about the facility: 

1) The complete name, SNHD control/permit number (if one has been issued by the

SNHD), physical address, each parcel number (followed by PTN if the facility 

will occupy only a portion of the parcel), phone number, and website address (if 

applicable) of the facility. 

VRC, LLC located at 3830 East Craig Road, North Las Vegas, NV 89030, assessor 

parcel number 140-06-210-041, phone number , and website address 

vitalrecordscontrol.com. 

2) The name, title, company, mailing address, office phone number, and cell phone

number of the authorized agent or contact person of (a) the applicant (facility 

operator or owner) during the permit or modification application process and 

(b) the permittee after the application is approved and the permit is issued or 

modified. 

This information has been provided on the Permit Application Form in Part 1. 

3) The proposed hours and days of operation and, if applicable, the hours and days

(including any variations based on the type of waste) the facility will be open to 

the public, including any exceptions (e.g., holidays).  Operations include all 

waste management activities except storage, from the point of acceptance or 

recovery at the facility of managed wastes to the point of removal from the 

facility of managed wastes.  The proposed hours and days must be selected to 

reduce public nuisance caused by in-going and out-going truck traffic and noise.  

This information must be consistent with any required posted sign. 

This information has been provided on the Permit Application Form in Part 1. 
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The legal name, fictitious name (if applicable), mailing address, general phone 

number, and emergency phone number of the facility operator.  The emergency 

phone number must be answered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

This information has been provided by the Permit Application Form in Part 1. 

4) The legal name, fictitious name (if applicable), mailing address, general phone 

number, and emergency phone number of the facility owner.  The emergency 

phone number must be answered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

This information has been provided by the Permit Application Form in Part 1. 

Reference to aerial photographs of the facility with a note indicating the aerial 

flight date. 

An aerial photo of the facility has been provided. 

5) Reference to street-view photographs (preferably dated) of the facility.  

Google Earth Street-view photographs of the facility entrance have been provided. 

6) Reference to other photographs, if available, of the facility. 

Additional facility photographs are provided. 

7) Reference to directions to the facility from the SNHD office located at 280 South 

Decatur Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89107. 

Travel directions to the VRC, LLC recycling center from the SNHD office have been 

provided in Part 3. 

This information must be consistent with any required posted sign. 

Section 1.2 Public Areas: 

This section does not apply to recycling centers. 

This section must include provisions (e.g., perimeter fence with mesh screening, 

landscaping) for screening the facility from the view of members of the public.  This 

requirement may be satisfied by referring to site landscape drawings(s) approved by the 

local jurisdiction. 

The Vital Records Control facility operations will be in an area of the property where it will 

not be readily observed from the street (all operations conducted inside of the building).   

Section 1.3 Facility Capacity:  

This section must show the calculation of the storage capacity of the facility for 

unprocessed wastes and processed wastes, including wastes which have storage quantity 
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limits and wastes for which limits are specified in the Closure Plan.  The storage capacity 

must be adequate for the anticipated daily quantities of managed wastes listed in this 

section. 

The storage capacity of the facility is the maximum quantity of waste that the facility will 

store. The unit of storage capacity must be in kilograms or pounds for hazardous waste 

or cubic yards for other wastes.  The storage capacity of the facility must be calculated 

using the storage capacity of each applicable storage area or equipment.  The equipment 

information must be consistent with the equipment list. 

The storage capacities listed in this section must be consistent with the maximum 

quantities of waste specified in the Closure Plan, and therefore may affect the amount of 

cost estimates.  The storage capacities will be specified on any SNHD Board of Health 

Permit to Operate a Solid Waste Management Facility that is issued to the facility. 

VRC, LLC utilizes a maximum volume of final product that will be stored on-site to be 

approximately 3,675 cubic yards. 

Plans provided indicate the approximate locations for unprocessed and processed materials on 

the facility footprint. 

The processing capacity (maximum processing rate) of the facility must be in cubic yards 

per day and is typically the processing capacity of the rate determining equipment.   

The maximum processing rate of the facility is 4.4 cubic yards per day (6 tons per day). VRC, 

LLC will process this volume of waste material using the manpower outlined in the Operating 

Plan and the equipment listed. 

Section 1.4 Employees:  

This section must refer by document title to plans which are at a scale of not more than 

200 feet per inch and are of sufficient detail to show the location of suitable employee 

facilities (i.e., shelter, drinking water, and restrooms). 

Best management provisions, without limitation, include the following requirements: A 

restroom must include a hand washing sink and may be subject to the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA).  Per the Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC) which is referenced in 

the SNHD Regulations Governing Individual Sewage Disposal Systems and Liquid Waste 

management, each plumbing fixture shall be provided with an adequate supply of 

potable running water and shall be connected to a public sewer, or an individual sewage 

disposal system (ISDS) also known as a septic tank, permitted by the SNHD. 

Suitable employee facilities are provided in the form of a drinking water, bathroom, and office. 
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Section 2. Facility Control 

Section 2.1 Signs:  

This section must include a list of signs that will be posted and referred to by document 

title to plans which are at a scale of not more than 200 feet per inch and are of sufficient 

detail to show their location. 

1) An informational sign that includes the name and emergency phone number(s) 

of the facility operator or owner  

The name of the facility operator and his emergency phone number have been 

provided on the informational sign.   

2) An informational sign that indicates (a) the hours and (b) accepted wastes and 

prohibited wastes.  

Not applicable for this facility, as this facility is not open to the public. 

3) Directional and speed limit signs. 

Not applicable for this facility. 

Section 2.2 Facility Access:  

This section must include provisions (e.g., walls, fencing, manned guard stations, access 

gates) for controlling access to the facility as to time of use and as to those authorized to 

use the site to prevent unauthorized vehicular traffic and illegal dumping. 

To control access at the Vital record Control, LLC facility, it is surrounded by a wire fence. 

When unoccupied, the facility is secured by a locking chain-link gate to guard against 

unauthorized entry. 

Section 2.3 Traffic Control:  

This section must include provisions (e.g., directional signs, speed limit signs) for 

controlling vehicular traffic.  This information must be consistent with any required 

posted sign. 

Not applicable for this facility. 

Traffic routes around the facility should be shown in a separate detail showing the routes 

from the major highways around the facility. 

A map which identifies major roads around the facility is also provided in Part 3. 
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Section 3. Management Areas 

This section must specify the elements in SWMA Chapter 2-4.03(A) which include the 

facility’s zoning classification (e.g., M-1) and description (e.g., light manufacturing) and 

jurisdiction (e.g., the incorporated city of North Las Vegas) and refer to one or more 

zoning maps in that show zoning within 1-mile of the facility. 

The zoning classification for the site is General Industrial (M-2). A copy of the Southern 

Nevada GIS Openweb Map has been provided. 

Section 3.1 Areas of Activities 

This section must define the areas of the site(s) that will be occupied and perform the 

recycling operations. 

The recycling center operations will be contained within the building located at 3830 East 

Craig Road, North Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Section 3.2 Anticipated waste types, quantities, and sources 

This section must define the solid waste types and quantities. 

The recycling center has a storage capacity of 3,675 cubic yards, it will process 6 tons of waste 

per day, and the following solid waste types will be accepted at the facility: 

• Paper. 

Please refer to the SNHD Permit Application, the site plan, flow process diagram, the Solid 

Waste Types Proposed for Acceptance page, and other pertinent documentation contained 

herein for reference in regard to the waste types, quantities, and sources. 

This section must include procedures for determining the reportable quantities For each 

reportable quantity, the procedures must indicate which measurement method (weight 

measurement, volume measurement, or estimation) will be used, and where, when, and 

how the reportable quantity will be determined.  Measurements may be made at another 

facility. 

If weight measurement is used, the procedure must explain how weights are determined. 

All trucks which enter the facility will be accepted by the load.  Finished product will leave the 

facility and will be weighed using a scale.  The finished product will be tracked in tons. 

If volume measurement is used, the procedure must refer by document title to a 

document which contains standard volume-to-weight conversion factors. 

Not applicable for this facility.  
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If estimation is used, the procedures must explain how the estimates are determined.  

Estimation of the composition of commingled recyclables may be conducted in one of two 

ways: 

1. By using the latest available national, state, or local recovery data on recyclable 

materials.  The recovery data may be used as default numbers to estimate the 

percentage of each recyclable material in the commingled mix.  These 

percentages are then multiplied by the total tonnage of the material mix to 

arrive at a weight for each material. 

2. By using sampling data.  Sampling must be conducted using a sample size large 

enough to accurately reflect the types of recyclables.  The sample results may be 

used to determine the percentage of each recyclable material in the commingled 

mix.  These percentages are then multiplied by the total tonnage of the mix to 

arrive at a weight for each material. 

Not applicable for this facility. 

The operator shall maintain at the facility or business office an accurate record of the 

previous calendar quarter’s reportable quantities. 

Weight records/logs for the previous calendar quarter will be available for review at 3830 

West Craig Road, North Las Vegas, Nevada 89030. 

If requested by SNHD, a recyclable measurement form and a waste disposal survey form 

provided by SNHD must be completed and returned to the SNHD by February 15 each 

year to report the previous calendar year’s reportable quantities. 

VRC, LLC will comply with this directive. 

SNHD must be provided with a report by the 5th working day of January, May, July, and 

October to report the previous calendar quarter’s reportable quantities. 

Reportable quantities from the previous calendar quarter can be provided by the 5th working 

day of January, May, July, and October. 

SNHD will use the reported quantities to calculate the annual recycling rate for Clark 

County. 

This section must include provisions (e.g., scale, measuring tape) for determining the 

reportable quantities, in tons, for the following solid wastes during a calendar year 

(January to December). 

Finished product which leaves the facility will be in approximately 1,500-pound bales. The 

number of bales will be documented. 
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1) If the facility is a disposal facility (e.g., landfill) municipal solid waste (MSW) is 

received by the facility for disposal. 

The facility is a recycling center. 

2) If the facility is a disposal facility (e.g., landfill), non-MSW waste is received by 

the facility for disposal. 

The facility is a recycling center. 

3) MSW exported from Clark County for eventual disposal. 

The facility is a recycling center.  If byproduct MSW is generated by the recycling 

center, it will be transported to any permitted solid waste disposal facility. 

4) Non-MSW waste exported from Clark County for eventual disposal. 

The facility is a recycling center. If non-MSW is generated by the recycling center, it 

will be transported to any permitted solid waste disposal facility. 

5) MSW imported into Clark County for eventual disposal. 

VRC, LLC will not import MSW into Clark County. 

6) Non-MSW waste imported into Clark County for eventual disposal. 

VRC, LLC will not import non-MSW into Clark County. 

7) If the facility is a compost plant or recycling plant, each category and type of 

MSW is received by the facility for recycling. 

The facility is a recycling center and will receive paper. 

8) If the facility is a compost plant or recycling plant, each type of C&D waste is 

received by the facility for recycling. 

This facility is a recycling center and will receive paper. 

9) Each category and type of MSW exported from Clark County for recycling. 

VRC, LLC may export MSW from Clark County to any permitted solid waste 

disposal facility. 

10) Each type of C&D waste exported from Clark County for recycling. 

VRC, LLC will not export C&D to any permitted solid waste disposal facility. 
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11) Each category and type of MSW imported into Clark County for recycling. 

VRC, LLC will not import MSW from outside Clark County. 

12) Each type of C&D waste imported into Clark County for recycling. 

VRC, LLC will not import MSW from outside Clark County. 

Waste exported from Clark County means waste hauled from the facility directly to 

destinations outside Clark County and excludes waste transported to another waste 

management facility in Clark County; this must be consistent with the destinations 

specified.  

Waste imported into Clark County means waste received by the facility directly from 

origins outside Clark County and excludes waste transported from another waste 

management facility in Clark County; this must be consistent with the origins specified.  

Section 4. Environmental Controls 

Section 4.1 Air/Dust Control: 

The recycling center parking/unloading area is asphalt paved.  The interior of the facility is 

concrete (processing/storage area).  Air and dust control is not required for this facility 

process. 

This section must refer to documentation of dust control approval or exemption from the 

Clark County Department of Environmental and Sustainability (DES). 

As there are no unpaved roads at the facility, dust control is not required. 

Section 4.2 Fire Control:  

This section must include provisions (e.g., fire sprinkler system designed for the storage 

capacity of the facility, fire extinguishers, nearby fire station, fire lanes, landfill cover) 

for preventing and controlling fires. 

The facility has a fire sprinkler system designed for the building. Two additional fire 

extinguishers are accessible in rooms adjoining the facility.  

This section must include a contingency plan that describes the procedures for 

preventing and controlling fires.  Personnel are not expected to fight a fire. 

The VRC, LLC recycling center will be designed and operated in a manner that reduces the 

potential for fire. In the unlikely event of a fire, emergency procedures outlined in the facility’s 

Emergency Response Plan and Contingency Plan will be followed. A copy of the Emergency 

Response Plan and Contingency Plan can be found. 
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Section 4.3 Pollution Control:  

If applicable, this must include a description of how the following types of pollutants will 

be removed, contained, stored, and/or processed.  Please see guidelines for these 

procedures. 

1. CESQG waste and HHW. 

VRC, LLC will not accept CESQG waste and household hazardous waste at the 

recycling center. 

2. Hazardous waste. 

VRC, LLC will not accept hazardous waste at the recycling center. 

3. Ozone depleting substances. 

VRC, LLC will not accept items containing CFCs or other ozone depleting 

substances at the recycling center. 

4. Universal waste. 

VRC, LLC will not accept universal waste at the recycling center. 

5. Used antifreeze. 

VRC, LLC will not accept antifreeze at the recycling center. 

6. Used oil. 

a. Used oil generators, collection centers, transfer facilities, and processors 

must, (a) store used oil in tanks and containers, (b) clearly mark 

containers and tanks with the words “Used Oil”, (c) keep containers and 

tanks in good condition and free of leaks, and (d) respond to releases of 

used oil from their storage units. 

VRC, LLC will not accept used oil at the recycling center. 

b. Used oil transfer facilities and processors must also have secondary 

containment systems to prevent oil from reaching the environment in the 

event of spill or leak.  Secondary containment consists of an oil 

impervious dike, berm, or retaining wall to contain releases, as well as an 

oil impervious floor to prevent migration. 

VRC, LLC will not accept used oil at the recycling center. 
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This section must include a contingency plan that describes the procedures not specified 

in other sections for preventing and controlling emergencies (e.g., fires, floods, pollution).  

This plan must include training of employees, a notification procedure for the local fire 

department and emergency services, the name and telephone number of each person who 

will be notified if an emergency occurs, and alternate solid waste handling systems. 

SNHD must be notified at the time of implementation of such contingency plans.  An 

accurate record of any emergencies or unusual events must be maintained by the 

operator at the facility or business office. 

An Emergency Response and Contingency Plan for the VRC, LLC recycling center which 

includes the information identified above is provided. 

This section must include provisions (e.g., paved outdoor waste storage areas, 

containment berms around waste storage areas, waste storage containers, secondary 

containment, spill prevention kits) for preventing and controlling pollution (i.e., spill or 

release of pollutants). 

This section must refer to documentation of the following approvals 

1) Waste Management Audit permit issued by the SNHD, if the facility will be a 

conditionally exempt small quantity generator of hazardous waste. 

VRC, LLC operation will not be a CESQG of hazardous waste. 

2) EPA identification number issued by the Nevada Division of Environmental 

Protection (NDEP) if the facility will be (a) a small quantity generator or a large 

quantity generator of hazardous waste; (b) used oil transfer facility or 

processor; or (c) large quantity handlers of universal waste. 

VRC, LLC operation will not meet the criteria listed above in (a), (b), or (c) and will 

therefore not have an EPA identification number. 

3) Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permit issued by the NDEP 

for a storage facility, if the facility will exceed the respective storage quantity 

limits for CESQGs or SQGs, or if the facility will exceed the respective 

accumulation time limits for SQGs and LQGs. 

The VRC, LLC operation will not be a CESQG, SQG, or LQG and will therefore not 

have an RCRA permit. 

4) Used Antifreeze Collection Center (UACC) ID number issued by the NDEP, if 

the facility will be a UACC. 

The VRC, LLC operation will not be a UACC. 
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Used Oil Collection Center (UOCC) ID number issued by the NDEP, if the facility will be 

a UOCC which accepts used oil from used oil generators other than household do-it-

yourselfers. 

The VRC, LLC operation will not be a UOCC. 

This section must refer to (a) documentation of flood control approval from Clark 

County Regional Flood Control District (to prove that the facility will not restrict the 

flow of the flood plain, reduce the temporary capacity of the flood plain to store water, or 

result in the washout of solid waste that poses a hazard to public health and safety and 

the environment) or (b) a map showing that the facility location is not in a 100-year flood 

zone/plain. 

A Regional Flood Control map for the subject parcel has been provided. 

Section 4.4 Storm Water Control: 

This section does not apply to transfer stations. 

This section must include provisions (e.g., indoor waste storage and processing areas, 

waste storage containers, grades, berms, dikes, swales, evaporation ponds) for controlling 

run-on (to prevent flow of storm water onto managed wastes during the peak discharge 

from a 25-year storm) and run-off (to prevent discharge of pollutants into surface or 

groundwaters by collecting and controlling at least the volume of water resulting from 

24-hour, 25-year storm).  This section must refer by document title to plans which are at 

a scale of not more than 200 feet per inch and are of sufficient detail to show existing and 

proposed grades (slopes) or contours (elevations), with contour intervals of not more 

than 5 feet, indicating the flow of stormwater through the facility. 

The facility is contained indoors within a building. Therefore, storm water control is not an 

issue. 

If solid waste will be stored outside of a building, this section must refer to 

documentation of a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

(Stormwater Discharge) permit or exemption under the Clean Water Act (CWA) issued 

by the NDEP Bureau of Water Pollution Control for point source discharges of industrial 

wastewater. 

Solid waste will not be stored outside of a building. 

Section 4.5. Litter Control 

This section must include provisions (e.g., indoor waste storage or processing areas; 

perimeter fences; containment fences around storage or unloading areas; portable litter 

fences; waste storage containers constructed of durable, watertight materials with closed 

lids/covers/screens on top; landfill cover; water faucets with hoses) for controlling litter 

(i.e., collecting scattered lightweight debris and cleaning the facility). 
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This facility has indoor processing and storage areas. This facility will practice good 

housekeeping. 

This section must include procedures, including daily inspections for controlling litter 

(i.e., collecting scattered lightweight debris and cleaning the facility). 

The facility only has paper waste.  This material will be stored away from the surrounding 

roads.  However, as a general policy, VRC, LLC employees are responsible for collecting 

debris which is observed to have migrated on-site or from waste containers located on-site.  

All inbound and outbound trucks are required to be enclosed. 

Section 4.6 Odor Control 

This section must include provisions (e.g., indoor waste storage or processing areas; 

doors oriented with respect to prevailing wind direction; waste storage containers 

constructed of durable, watertight materials with closed lids or covers; misting system; 

exhaust/ventilation system; biofilters; biological/chemical additives; berms or 

landscaping that reduce visibility; buffer zone; cooler temperatures; landfill cover; 

windrow turner) for controlling odor to prevent a public nuisance. 

This facility will only recycle paper. This waste will not create adverse odors. 

This section must include procedures for controlling odor. 

The facility will only accept paper waste.  This material is generally considered to be non-

putrescible waste.  VRC, LLC will perform load inspections as needed and will refuse receipt 

of any highly odorous waste. 

Section 4.7 Vector Control 

Best management provisions, without limitation, include the following requirements: 

1)  A slope of 2-4 degrees (4.44-8.88%) is desirable to prevent ponds (standing 

water). 

The facility is indoors. As such, storm water is not an issue. 

2) Stormwater control structures should be properly designed and constructed to 

minimize the inadvertent creation of standing water. 

The facility is indoors. As such, storm water is not an issue. 

This section must include procedures for controlling vectors. 

Outside storage or putrescible waste outside of waste storage bins, trucks, 

trailers, and/or containers is prohibited. 

Best management procedures, without limitation, include the following 

requirements: 
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1. Vehicles and containers storing putrescible waste should be cleaned frequently. 

2. The facility should; (a) eliminate any nesting materials, (b) prevent rodents from 

entering storage rooms and employee facilities by sealing all openings greater 

than a quarter of an inch and, (c) using wet methods to remove rodent 

droppings and urine. 

3. Waste management areas should be covered by plastic sheets or other 

impermeable barriers to prevent the accumulation of precipitation. 

4. Water should be held less than 72 hours whenever possible during the mosquito 

breeding season (March to October in southern Nevada). 

VRC, LLC will comply with the directives.  

Section 5. Facility Specific Design Requirements 

This section is reserved to address any specific facility type design criteria specified in 

SWMA Chapters 3-1 through 3-12, for the facility type being applied for, that differs 

from what is listed in Sections 1 through 3 of the Design Report. 

No anticipated differences were encountered that vary from sections one (1) through three (3) 

of the Design Report, enclosed herein. Please reference the attached site plan, process flow 

diagram, and accompanying facility documentation. 
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Operating Plan 
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OPERATING PLAN 

Section 1. Facility 

This section must include the number of employees who will be on duty at the facility 

during operating hours.  Job duties, without limitation, must include all applicable tasks 

required by the Operating Plan.  This section may be revised without any SNHD 

approval during operations; however, any revisions to the Operating Plan must be 

submitted to the SNHD. 

VRC, LLC anticipates that the following employees will be on duty. The facility is not open to 

the public.  

Shred Specialist (1-2)  `  

The processing of materials will take place depending upon the volume of incoming material. 

An attendant must be at the public tip area during all hours of operation. 

A VRC, LLC yard attendant will inspect incoming loads for prohibited materials and then 

direct the offloading of incoming material at the facility. 

This section must include provisions (e.g., communication devices such as telephone or 

radio) not specified in other sections for preventing and controlling emergencies (e.g., 

fires, floods, pollution). 

During operations, VRC, LLC employees will carry cellular phones. This will enable 

employees to prevent, and if necessary, control on-site emergencies. 

This section must include procedures for controlling access to the facility. 

To control access, the VRC, LLC recycling center is designed with perimeter fencing and 

gates.  The operation is small and access to the recycling center is controlled by the yard 

attendant.  During periods of inactivity, the chain-link gates located at the entrances to the 

facility will be locked to guard against unauthorized entry. 

This section must include procedures for not exceeding the storage and processing 

capacities specified in the Design Report. 

Given the hours of operation for the facility, manpower, and the processing equipment, which 

is listed, the maximum processing rate of the facility is 4.4 cubic yards per day.  If the 4.4 

cubic yards per day waste threshold is in jeopardy of being exceeded, VRC, LLC will cease 

processing operations until an appropriate amount of processed material has been removed 

from the facility. 

This section must include the expected remaining life in years of the facility. 

The anticipated life expectancy of the facility is 5 years.  
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This section must refer by document title to an emergency escape plan which is at a scale 

of not more than 200 feet per inch and is of sufficient detail to show routes of ingress and 

egress for the facility. 

Details for ingress and egress of the facility have been provided in the Emergency Response 

Plan which has been provided in Part 3. 

This section must refer by document title to plans which are at a scale of not more than 

200 feet per inch and are of sufficient detail to show access roads inside and around the 

facility.  Roads around the facility should be shown in a separate detail showing the 

roads from major highways around the facility. 

A site map and process flow diagram (Plate 1) that shows the roads inside and adjacent to the 

facility has been provided. A google earth map that show major highways to the facility have 

also been provided in Part 3. 

This section must indicate that the access roads have provisions (e.g., properly graded, 

and drained, paved/graveled) for providing easy access in all kinds of weather to all 

vehicles expected to use them. 

The VRC, LLC recycling center access areas are asphalt paved. 

This section must refer by document title to plans which are at a scale of not more than 

200 feet per inch and are of sufficient detail to show the location of equipment storage 

areas, and equipment maintenance areas. 

A site map and process flow diagram (Plate 1) that shows the roads inside and adjacent to the 

facility has been provided in Part 3. 

This section must indicate that the access roads are paved with asphalt pavement or 

portland cement concrete unless an alternative is approved by the Clark County 

Department of Air Quality and Environmental Management, the facility will comply 

with the dust control requirements of section 4.1 of the Design Report. 

Section 2. Equipment 

Section 2.1 Equipment List 

This section must include a process flow narrative and refer by document title to one or 

more process flow diagrams. The narrative and/or diagram(s) must indicate the direction 

and flow through the facility of managed wastes, waste management equipment, and 

waste management activities from the point of acceptance or recovery at the facility of 

managed wastes to the point of removal from the facility of managed wastes.  The 

narrative and diagram(s) may provide flexibility by indicating alternate locations and 

flow of managed wastes, waste management equipment, and waste management 

activities. 

A process flow diagram for managing waste at the facility has been provided in Part 3. 
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Waste management equipment which includes storage (e.g., containers) and processing 

equipment, must be consistent with the equipment list. Examples of waste management 

activities include inspection, waste measurement, tipping, storage, separating, sorting, 

bailing, compacting, cutting, shredding, grinding, screening, and loading. 

The locations of wastes stockpiles and waste management equipment have been provided on 

and are consistent with the equipment list. 

This section must refer to an updated equipment list that includes the type, 

brand/manufacturer, model, storage, or processing capacity (if applicable), and serial 

number of each piece of waste management equipment and a photograph of each model 

of waste management equipment used for waste management activities at the facility.  

The equipment list should not include vehicles that only transport solid waste to or from 

the facility.  SNHD must be notified of any change in equipment within 30 days of the 

change.  A generic list of equipment can be included in the initial application, but 

detailed information will need to be added later when it becomes available. 

A generic equipment list which meets the above specifications is provided. 

The storage capacity of equipment (e.g., container) is the maximum quantity of waste 

that the equipment can store.  The unit of storage capacity must be (a) passenger tire 

equivalent (PTE) for waste tires if the facility will be a waste tire management facility, 

(b) kilogram or pound for hazardous wastes if the facility will be a CESQG, SQG, or 

LQG, or cubic yards for other wastes. 

Unprocessed materials and finished products which are stored at the facility will be stored in 

bins and stockpiles. 

The processing capacity (maximum processing rate) of equipment (e.g., bailer) must be 

in cubic yards per day. 

The maximum processing capacity of the bailer identified on the equipment list is 20 cubic 

yards per day. 

Section 2.2 Equipment Maintenance 

This section must include procedures for maintaining equipment (preventative 

maintenance, repair, and/or replacement), obtaining substitute equipment in the event of 

equipment breakdown and washing vehicles. 

In the event of an equipment breakdown, replacement equipment will be obtained from a local 

equipment rental company (i.e., Direct Hydraulics, Crown Forklift, etc.). 

VRC, LLC does not anticipate performing vehicle washing duties at the recycling center.  Site 

equipment is dedicated to the facility and will not leave the site. 

Periodic equipment maintenance which consists of scheduled and unscheduled 

equipment repairs will be compliant with Solid Waste Management Authority Chapter 
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4.3.  Equipment maintenance will be completed by a 3rd party vendor (currently Direct 

Hydraulics and Crown Forklift) and the resulting waste will be taken offsite. 

Section 3. Types of Waste 

Section 3.1 Accepted Wastes 

This section must include provisions (e.g., waste storage containers constructed of 

durable, watertight materials with closed lids/covers/screens on top; biological/chemical 

agents; landfill cover that does not contain organic waste of a quantity and distribution 

conducive to harboring and breeding vectors) for controlling vectors (e.g., rodents, flies, 

mosquitoes).  This must include provisions (e.g., impermeable cover, grades) for 

controlling standing water. 

This facility will only recycle non-putrescible waste consisting of paper. 

This section must include information regarding wastes managed by the facility, 

including, without limitations, the following information: 

1) Information regarding wastes accepted by the facility, including the items (as 

needed), anticipated daily quantities (as needed to determine facility 

capabilities), sources, and conditions (if any) of acceptance for each category 

and type of solid waste accepted by the facility.  This information must be 

consistent with any required posted sign. 

Solid waste will be accepted in accordance with the Permit Application Form (PAF). 

The quantities of solid waste located on-site will not exceed the maximum capacities 

identified on the Permit Application Form and in the Design Report. 

2) Information regarding wastes recovered by the facility, including (a) the items 

(as needed), anticipated daily quantities (as needed to determine the facility 

capacities), and origins for each category and type of solid waste recovered by 

the facility and (b) the items and anticipated daily quantities (as needed to 

determine the facility capacities) for hazardous waste recovered by the facility.  

Recovery refers to the diversion of discarded materials from the solid waste 

stream for the purpose of using a specific waste management method. 

It is anticipated that VRC, LLC will accept unprocessed material at the facility from 

commercial sources.   

The maximum volume of final product that will be stored on-site will be 

approximately 3,675 cubic yards. 

The approximate locations for unprocessed and processed materials are shown on the 

facility footprint. 
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Section 3.2 Prohibited Wastes 

This section must include provisions (e.g., trench drains connected to a sand and oil 

interceptor, sloped floor to prevent the accumulation of standing water) for controlling 

drainage of industrial waste.  

Processing will be performed indoors. Liquid from standing water or industrial waste will not 

be accumulated. 

This section must indicate if the facility will drain industrial waste through a sanitary 

system to a municipal wastewater treatment plant (POTW).  If so, this section must refer 

to documentation of a POTW discharge permit under the Clean water Act (CWA) from 

the applicable agency. 

This facility will not discharge waste into a POTW. 

This section must indicate if the facility will have an ISDS.  If so, this section must refer 

to documentation of an ISDS permit from the SNHD.  

This facility does not have an Individual Sewage Disposal System (ISDS). 

This section must include procedures for controlling drainage of industrial waste (e.g., 

regular pumping of a sand and oil interceptor or ISDS, maintenance of the drainage 

collection system, preventing the accumulation of standing water). 

The facility does not accept putrescible waste.  Materials accepted at the site are paper waste.   

This section must include procedures for detecting and rejecting waste and for handling 

any prohibited waste that was inadvertently accepted.  This should include training of 

employees, random inspections of incoming loads, an alphabetical list of wastes that the 

facility will not accept, a list of names and addresses of facilities where prohibited wastes 

will be directed, and a list of companies that will transport any prohibited waste that was 

inadvertently accepted.  The list of prohibited wastes must be consistent with any 

required posted sign. 

A copy of the VRC, LLC Spotters Guideline details procedures for detecting and rejecting 

wastes, and for handling prohibited wastes which were inadvertently accepted. A copy of the 

Spotters Guidelines has been included.  

An accurate record of any rejection or inadvertent receipt of prohibited wastes must be 

maintained by the operator at the facility or business office.  SNHD shall be notified by 

the next working day, in writing and in a format specified by SNHD, of all rejected loads. 

Records of the quantities of materials which were rejected or inadvertently received will be 

kept on file at 3830 East Craig Road, North Las Vegas, Nevada 89030. SNHD will be notified 

within 24 hours.  A copy of the load rejection form has been provided. 
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The facility must give the public other options and instructions for managing prohibited 

waste. 

The VRC, LLC recycling center will not accept hazardous waste, asbestos, or other prohibited 

wastes.  If prohibited waste is rejected from the facility, VRC, LLC will recommend an 

alternate SNHD approved disposal facility.   

If there is an available permitted waste tire management facility in Clark County, 

passenger car waste tires may not be disposed of in any municipal solid waste landfill in 

Clark County by a retail seller of new motor vehicle tires, and passenger car waste tires 

generated in Clark County may not be disposed of in any municipal solid waste landfill 

in Nevada. 

Passenger car tires will not be disposed of in a MSW landfill in Nevada. 

This list must include solid waste (other than residual solid waste) that is not recyclable. 

Section 3.3 Waste Characterization 

3) The waste management method(s) that will be used for each waste managed by 

the facility.  Waste management methods include disposal, recycling, reuse, and 

treatment. 

a) Disposal refers to landfilling by a landfill, incineration by an incinerator 

and combustion for energy recovery by a waste-to-energy facility.  

Disposal facilities include landfills, incinerators, and waste-to-energy 

facilities. 

If solid waste is generated, VRC, LLC will dispose of it at a permitted solid 

waste disposal facility. 

b) Recycling, which includes composting, refers to the series of activities by 

which (1) discarded materials are collected, sorted, and processed to 

recover recyclable materials by a processor such as a materials recovery 

facility, recycling center, or waste tire management facility, and (2) 

recovered materials are converted into raw materials and used in the 

production of new products by an end user such as a compost plant or 

recycling plant.  Recycling excludes reuse (e.g., retreading of tires) and 

combustion of energy recovery. 

The VRC, LLC recycling center will recover materials depending on the 

composition of incoming materials and the commodities markets. 

c) Reuse refers to the use of a product or component of solid waste in its 

original or repaired form more than once. 

Not applicable for this facility. 
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d) Treatment refers to technologies used by treatment facilities to reduce 

the volume and/or toxicity of a pollutant after it is generated.  These 

technologies include chemical, physical, biological, and thermal 

treatment.  Common treatment procedures are neutralization of acids 

and bases, distillation of solvents, and incineration. 

Not applicable for this facility. 

The description of the sources of solid waste must include all the following parts: 

1) Generators: Commercial (businesses such as office buildings, offices, 

restaurants, retail and wholesale establishments, stores, warehouses, and other 

nonmanufacturing activities), industrial (industrial and manufacturing sites), 

institutional (institution such as hospitals, libraries,, prisons, and schools), 

and/or residential (households such as single- and multi-family homes, hotels 

and motels, bunkhouses, ranger stations, crew quarter, campgrounds, picnic 

grounds, and day use recreation areas). 

The VRC, LLC recycling center will accept clean approved wastes from businesses 

as identified. 

2) Origins: Clark County and/or outside Clark County. 

Approved solid waste will be received from commercial customers in southern 

Nevada. 

3) Transporters: Contractors of the facility (i.e., one or more entities that have a 

contract with the facility who may transport solid waste to the facility), 

employees of the facility (i.e., one or more natural persons employed by the 

owner or operator of the facility who may Transport solid waste to the facility), 

and/or the public (i.e., one or more natural persons other than employees or 

contractors of the facility who may transport solid waste to the facility. 

Approved solid waste will be received from commercial customers in southern 

Nevada. 

Solid waste includes MSW and Non-MSW waste and excludes hazardous waste.  

Hazardous waste is waste regulated under Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA).  Hazardous waste includes LQG and SQG waste and excludes 

CESQG waste and household hazardous waste (HHW). 

Section 3.4 Waste Transportation 

Best management provisions, without limitations, include the following requirements: All 

structures which contain standing wastewater require secondary containment.  

Conveyance and capture structures such as trench drains are to be designed to drain 

quickly and completely to avoid standing water and surcharged conditions.  All concrete 

conveyance structures, including trench drains, must meet certain coating and 
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construction standards.  Construction practices to be implemented include elimination of 

joints where feasible by using a single pour and installation of a water stop where single 

pour is not feasible.  Following construction, concrete structures are to be sealed with a 

suitable monolithic coating system to further minimize the potential for release of 

pollutants to the environment. 

The accepted materials identified will have low moisture content and will be dry upon arrival 

at the recycling center. Processing will be performed indoors. 

Best management provisions, without limitation, include the following requirements: 

1) Outside waste storage areas must have an impervious reinforced concrete floor. 

Materials will not be stored outside. 

2) Outside waste storage areas must have grading or an impervious concrete berm 

or other barrier on each side to prevent run-on and run-off. 

Materials will not be stored outside.  

3) Outside waste storage areas must not have any French or other drain that may 

release pollutants to the environment. 

Materials will not be stored outside. 

 

SNHD Recycling Center Regulations: Requirements for Operating Plan: In general, the 

Design Report must include the proposed provisions (i.e., what will be provided and 

where it will be provided) and the Operating Plan must describe the proposed operating 

procedures (i.e., what will be done, where it will be done, and when it will be done) for 

complying with the specified requirements. 

This section must include the following information: 

1) If applicable, the name and address of the destination for each waste is managed 

by the facility. 

VRC, LLC anticipates that most of the waste generated by the recycling center will 

be transported and disposed of at Fiber Direct LLC, 1391 E. Mission Boulevard, 

Pomona CA 91766. 

Solid waste may also be transported and disposed of at the Clark County Regional 

Landfill. 

2) If applicable, procedures (including frequency and method) for transporting 

waste to its destination for each waste are managed by the facility. 
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The maximum processing rate of the facility is 4.4 cubic yards per day. VRC, LLC 

will process this volume of solid waste using the manpower outlined in the Operating 

Plan and the Equipment listed. 

Unless the owner or operator is unable to do so because of an emergency, waste 

(excluding waste tires and recovered materials) must be removed from the 

facility within 24 hours. 

Only non-putrescible waste will be received at the recycling center. Residual waste 

will be removed from the recycling center on an as needed basis. 

Hazardous waste must be removed from a SQG within 180 days or, if the 

destination is greater than 200 miles away, 270 days, and from an LQG within 

90 days. 

VRC, LLC will not accept hazardous waste at the recycling center and will not be a 

SQG or an LQG. 

Universal waste must be removed from the facility within one year of when it is 

generated or received. 

VRC, LLC will not accept universal waste at the recycling center. 

Used antifreeze proper management procedures are specified in NAC 444.8801. 

VRC, LLC will not accept used antifreeze at the recycling center. 

Used oil transporters must have an EPA ID number. 

VRC, LLC will not accept waste oil at the recycling center. Used oil generated from 

maintenance will be disposed of by the contractor. 

Waste tires may only be transported by the waste tire generator, a registered 

waste tire hauler, or a licensed solid waste hauler. 

VRC, LLC will not accept waste tires at the recycling center. 

3) If applicable, the procedures for tracking the transport of waste to and from the 

facility for each of the following wastes managed by the facility.  Please see the 

guidelines for these procedures. 

VRC, LLC recycling center will not accept household hazardous waste, hazardous 

waste, universal waste, used antifreeze, used oil, and waste tires. 

Section 4. Contingency Plans 

This section must include a contingency plan that describes the procedures for 

preventing and controlling pollution (i.e., spill or release of pollutants). 
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An Emergency Response Plan and Contingency Plan is provided. 

Section 5. Operating Records 

The facility will abide by the requirements of SWMA Chapter 2-5.03 Operating Records, 

including submitting the SNHD a recycling survey (on form provided by SNHD) by April  
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Cost of Closure Estimate 
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VITAL RECORDS CONTROL, LLC 

RECYCLING CENTER 

CLOSURE STATEMENT 

 

The owner of the facility will notify the Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD) in 

writing at least 90 days before the beginning of closure of the facility.  

 

The VRC, LLC facility is located at 3830 East Craig Road, North Las Vegas, Nevada on 

APN# 140-06-210-041. The owner will also notify all generators and haulers of waste 

managed by the facility both by phone where possible, and in writing that the facility will 

not accept any solid waste after the designated closing date. 

 

The Owner or designated Operator shall, within 30 days after receiving the final shipment 

of solid waste, remove all remaining solid waste, litter, and inoperable equipment, in 

accordance with the plan for closure of the facility. All putrescible waste (if any) will be 

removed within 24 hours of receipt of the notice of closure.  

 

The Owner/Operator will remove up to the Permitted Storage Capacity of solid waste 

and transport said waste to an approved Class I, II, or III receiving facility. The Closure 

cost document is based solely on the estimate to load, transport, and dispose of the solid 

waste in question. The estimate does not consider the resale value of the equipment or 

material on-site at the facility. 

 

Following disposal of the solid waste on-site, the Owner/Operator will clean the site in 

accordance with normal standards required by the SNHD. 

 

Following the completion of closure activities, the operator will notify SNHD to arrange 

for a final inspection of the facility to permit SNHD to verify successful completion of 

closure. 
 

 

 

  

Print and Sign Date 
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Cost of Closure Estimate 

 
As part of the application for a permit to operate a permitted solid waste management facility, a cost of 

closure estimate is required to be included, as outlined in the Solid Waste Management Authority 

Regulations (SWMAR) 2-6.01.  This cost estimate will be used to establish financial assurance 

(SWMAR 2-7) for the facility.  The submittal of this form meets the cost of closure estimate 

requirement for the application for a permit. 

 

Facility Information 
Facility Name: Vital Records Control, LLC 

Facility Address: 3830 East Craig Road, North Las Vegas, Nevada 89030 

APN# 140-06-210-041 

Type of Facility 

being applied for: 

Paper Recycling 

Contact: Frank Reed 

Email:  Phone:  

The cost of closure estimate must be sufficient to cover the cost of closing the facility including the 

removal, hauling, and proper disposal at a permitted landfill1, of the maximum permitted solid waste 

storage capacity.  The cost of closure estimate may not consider the resale value of equipment or 

other materials at the facility. 

 

Cost of Closure Estimate 
Permitted Storage Capacity: 3,675 CY  

Labor & Equipment Cost:  

Transportation Cost:  

Disposal Cost at permitted Landfill:  

Other (Specify): None 

Other (Specify): None 

Other (Specify): None 

Total:  

1 Proper disposal for material(s) not accepted at a Class I, II or III landfill must be included as Other 

(Specify): 

Certification 

I hereby certify that the costs represented in this estimate are an accurate reflection of the current market 

to the best of my knowledge. 

 
  

Print/Sign Date 
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Spotter’s Guidelines 
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Spotters Guidelines 
 

I. Introduction 

It is the responsibility of the yard attendant to ensure that all operational safety procedures are followed 
inside of the facility. The yard attendant is responsible for verifying correct load calculations, inspecting 
loads for non-acceptable items, and ensuring that no unauthorized activities are taking place. 
II. Method 

 
PRESHIFT INSPECTIONS 
 
Before each shift, VRC, LLC personnel will inspect the facility to ensure that there are no safety 
hazards present. All equipment will be inspected prior to its operation. 
 
PLACEMENT OF TRUCKS 
 
VRC, LLC will direct incoming trucks to the appropriate offloading location. 
 

1. Drivers will stay with their trucks. 

 
2. VRC, LLC personnel will ensure that backup alarms are operational on all company vehicles. 

 
3. Maintenance will be conducted immediately on any vehicle that is found to have a backup 

alarm that is malfunctioning. 

      WASTE SCREENING (PROHIBITED WASTE) 
VRC, LLC personnel are responsible for ensuring that prohibited waste are not accepted or disposed 
of at VRC, LLC recycling center. All loads should be inspected prior to offloading at the facility. 
Prohibited waste should be removed prior to entering the facility or the load should be rejected. If 
VRC, LLC personnel notice any prohibited waste, they will return the waste to the client. The client will 
be directed to one of the following the proper disposal facilities.   
Facility or Contractor  Phone #  Waste Accepted 
1. US Ecology   (775) 553-2203  Hazardous Waste 

Beatty, NV      PCB Waste 
 

2. Romic Environmental  (520) 952-5760  Hazardous waste 

Chandler, AZ      Liquid Waste 
 

3. Safety Clean   (702) 649-7513  Hazardous Waste 

N. Las Vegas, NV     Liquid Waste 
 

4. Salesco Systems  (602) 233-2955  PCB Waste 

Phoenix, AZ      Fluorescent Light Tubes 
 

5. H2O Environmental  (702) 396-4148  Response & Cleanup 

Las Vegas, NV      Hazardous Waste Transfer 
       Asbestos Transportation 
       HH Hazardous Waste 
       Medical Waste 
 

6. Refrigerant Recovery  (702) 644-3993  CFC Recycling 

Las Vegas, NV 
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VRC, LLC personnel will isolate the items and contact Frank Reed. They will also try to identify the customer that 
sent the prohibited items. 
 
Once the customer is alerted to the situation, VRC, LLC personnel will hold the items for them or return the items 
to them. If an entire load is rejected, a load rejection form must be filled out and sent to the SNHD. 
 
The following waste are prohibited from acceptance at the VRC, LLC recycling center: 

1. Drums 

2. Air Compressors 

3. Ammunition 

4. Asbestos 

5. Bio-solids 

6. Bulky Waste 

7. Controlled Substances 

8. Explosives 

9. Fertilizers 

10. Fire Extinguishers 

11. Hazardous waste 

12. Industrial Process waste 

13. Liquid Wastes 

14. Used Motor Oil 

15. Manure 

16. Medical Waste 

17. Ozone Depleting Substances 

18. PCBs 

19. Compressed Gas Tanks 

20. Radioactive Waste 

21. Restaurant Grease 

22. Septic Tank Pumping 

23. Shock Sensitive Chemicals 

24. Transportation Equipment Waste 

25. TVs 

26. Universal Wastes 

27. Used Antifreeze 

28. Stolen Property 

29. Dead Bodies 

ACCIDENTS 
All accidents must be reported immediately to Frank Burns. 
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Directions from SNHD Office to the Facility 
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Equipment List 

Major Roads 

Flow Diagram 
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Part 3 
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Business License 
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Evacuation Routes 
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